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MANGAOTAKI - Bouldering
By Cliff Ellery – Revised Dec 2010
Just a quick note on this guide. As the authors of the problems in this guide are spread
far and wide around the country this draft is going out unedited. So if you know of any
problems I have missed, names I have got wrong or miss spelled please email the
corrections in and l will update the guide.

Location & Access
PioPio is situated on SH3, 20 km south of Te Kuiti. From PioPio turn down Kaka St (sign
posted to Waitanguru Falls and the Mangaotaki bush walk) At the end of Kaka St turn
left onto Mangaotaki Road and after 8 km you reach the Mangaotaki reserve, at the base
of the valley. The bouldering area is a further 6 km down the road on the left hand side
of the valley, beneath the largest of the cliffs in the valley.
The main cliff and bouldering is situated on Warrick and Suzie Denize’s place (07) 877
8399 and the farmhouse is 1 km past the main cliff and bouldering area. Having gained
permission to climb/boulder please park your car at the farm gate, by the large
Macrocarpa trees, and walk 500m up the hill to the base of the cliff. Access will not be
granted during lambing, 1st August through to 31st of October. Note if Warrick and
Sussie are not home please call Gramme Denize on (07) 877 8018.

History
Climbing at Managotaki first started in 1975 when Robbie McBirney and Bryce Martin put
up Shogun on the main cliff. The crag was all but forgotten until 1992 when I returned
with Bryce and started putting up routes on the main cliff. The larger boulders at the
base the cliff also received attention with numerous sport climbs going up.
Then in 1998 David Hood and I started bouldering, putting up various problems in the
Middle turf area and on Sunset Stone.
In 2000 I dragged JP and Regan McCaffery
along for a visit and they added a few problems, most notably Pop The Bonnet (V5).
Bouldering at Managotaki didn’t really kick off until the H town boys & co visited the crag
in 2004. Bevan Jenkins, David Addison. Kerry Crawford and I put up 40 or so problems
that winter, worth a mention is “Joint Effort” (V3), the very unique “Rim Job” (V4) and
“Twilight” (V3). That summer others joined in with Richard Morgan adding “Vodka and
Martini” then “Waki Taki” (V7), John Newby & Lisa also added a few problems while I put
up the slab problem “New Old School” (V5). Development continued over the winter of
2005 with Tye and Dave Rogers adding lines.
Then a group of Rotorua based
boulderer’s started putting up problems. However to date I have no information on these
lines (Guys please send details in). Then development stopped, no real reason why as
there are still as many unclimbed boulders as there are climbed. So with any luck
publication of this guide will kick off the next wave of development at Mangaotaki.
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Figure 1: Mangaotaki Boulder Map 1
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Descriptions and topos are given for all “named” problems. Directions in this guide are
given as “up” equals up the hill toward the main cliff, “down” is down the hill or away from
the main cliff, move right is move to the right when you standing at the base of the main
cliff facing it, and left well ditto.

Disclaimer
The author, publisher, and landowners take no responsibility for damages, injury,
disability, or death resulting from the use of this guide. Ownership of the guide does not
grant you entry onto the property or crag. No responsibility is accepted for the accuracy
of the information in this guide. Climb at your own risk. This property is a commercial
farm and as such has hazards associated with such a property. Access is at own risk.
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The Slab Bit

Bit on the Side Boulders
Something ever “nearly 40 year old” boulder should have. As series of boulder down the
far left hand end of the crag, across the stream and half way up the hill.

Weak and
Wonderful
(V5)

The High Bit

* Hard to get started (V3)
The Left hand face, hard start.
Cliff Ellery July 07

Mid face Crisis (V1)
Climb the face moving left once on tp of
the large flute
Cliff Ellery July 07

Mid face Crisis (V1)

Hard to get Started (v3)

The fluted boulder on the edge of the
Hill over looking the bridge. On the
North face, routes described from left
to right

A south facing slab with real potential for some serious slab problems.

** Weak and Wonderful (V5)
The right hand end of the slab. Climb the slab at the highest point. Move left then up. A
fantastic slab problem , one for the weak.
Cliff Ellery July 07

The Big Bit

Climb the flutes in the middle of the
face.
Dylan Aug 08

** High & Hairy (V2)
Climb the right end of the fluted face.
Cliff Ellery July 07
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** High-Balls & Water Falls (V2)

High ball & Water Falls (v2)

Round on the front face of the boulder
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A large boulder with a step overhanging
front face high and step left face and low
angle right hand face. On the step font
face is

Tip of the Iceburg (V2)
Climb the step face on large flutes.
Cliff Ellery July 07

Tip of the
Iceburg
(V2)
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The Hippie boulders
A set of three overhanging boulders, turn left above the approach block and walk slightly
uphill. They are before the creek, from left to right:

Unleash the hippie within (V?)
The yellow overhanging face with minimal holds; start left and traverse right without using
the top jugs. Awaits an accent
Behind this is:

Rivers of eternal sunshine (V3)
A lip traverse starting on the right hand end, go up half way across, the direct finish awaits
an accent.
Ryan 06
Starting on the left hand end of the cave is:

**The Mat Maker (V1)
Sit start and pull great holds all the way up and around the boulder.
Philippa Roud 06
Unleash the hippie within

Rivers of eternal sunshine
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The Approach Boulder

The Bottom Boulder Fields

The first boulder you come to having climbed up the hill from the road. Route described
from right to left. The west face is fluted and sport the following 6 problems

The Bog
See Map. Walk down the hill from the “Approach Boulder” round past another
undeveloped boulder then cross the creek.

* Deep Bog Soloing (V1)
The less popular spin off to Deep water soloing. Traverse in from the right then climb the
face on small pockets to larger holds higher up. Descent is down the other side of the
boulder. No boulder mat required.
Cliff Ellery Dec 06

Knee Deep (V5)
The Dyno

The crimp man (V0)
Down the right end, sit start and pull on crimps, arêtes are out.
Ryan 2006

Groove 1 (V0)
The groove on the far right. Climb the groove to top of boulder, sit down start about V1

Step into the Groove (VM)
The middle groove. Climb the groove to the top of the boulder, sit down start about V0
Lisa 2004

Groove 3 (V0)

** Bog Face (V3)
Traverse in from the left on the horizontal crack then blast straight up the head wall.
Down climb the tree on the other side of boulder.
Cliff Ellery Dec 05

The groove on the left.
Down the hill, about 4m, and just left of the deep groove are the following 3 problems

Thru the Groove (V3)

Traverse in from the left on the horizontal crack then move right and climb the right arete.
Down climb the tree on the other side of boulder.
Cliff Ellery Dec 05

Start on the flake then climb the groove directly above. Do not bridge out across the
access groove. Climb to the large intermediate ledge and descend down the groove to the
right.
Cliff Ellery 2002

Slap Tak (V2)

Photo 2: The Approach Boulder

Bog Arete (V2)

Knell start , slap up pillar then go for the top..
Cliff Ellery Dec 06

Drought Breaker (V0)
The small boulder to the right of the Bog Boulder. Sit start climb steep face.
Cliff Ellery Dec 06
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Photo 1: The Bog
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** Take it lying down (V2)
From the ledge underneath the roof. From a lying down start gain the flake then pull up
onto the lip and traverse left along the rim before pulling up onto the head wall just right of
the arete. Climb to large intermediate ledge and descend down the right groove.
Cliff Ellery 2002
On the down hill side of the boulder, both problems require a jump start to gain the holds
above the large roof.

* Alcoholic (V3)
Jump for the large hold on the lip of the roof then pull up onto the wall moving right higher
up. Climb to large intermediate ledge and descend down the groove to the right
Kerry Crawford, 2004.

** Vodka & Martini (V4)

Warm Up Wall
The Boulder with the step Pyramid shaped face. Right on the fence line. The tallest part
of this boulder is a climb call Effortless. The boulder problems are described from left to
right. Descent for all problems is by walking off the back and down the right hand side.

Left Arete (V1)
Climb the left arete. Nice climbing but could do with a clean.
Lisa 2004

Left by the Fence (V2)
Difficult start move leads to easier move then on to left arete.
Kerry Crawford 2004

Right by the Fence (V2).
A Couple of large moves then move left onto arete and top out.
Kerry Crawford 2004

Jump for the start holds then move left and up. Continue to top of boulder.
Richard Morgan 2004

5m to the right.

High Ball Gardening (V1)
Start on pockets then moves left using the runnels. Step right at the top then top out
through the large runnel.
Cliff Ellery 2004

Figure 3: Warm up Wall.

** Joint Effort (V3)
Start on the small pockets then move up on sloopers until you gain the large slanting ledge
2m below the top. Lay away on left arete to the top.
Cliff Ellery 2004

* Waki Taki (V7)
Start in slot/crack then move up to small pocket. Difficult move up and right to gain small
pocket then move left to break and top out.
Richard Morgan. 2004

Endless (V2)
Climb the face using the deep pockets moving up on a couple of small edges. Gain right
arete and top out.
Cliff Ellery 2000

* The General Rodriquez Memorial Traverse (V4)
The sight of the General crying into his sombrero having moved through the crux section
only to failed on the last few moves is enough to make any grown Chihuahua howl.
Traverse the boulder from right to left the crux is the start moves past the slot onto the face
but save some energy for the sustained finish
Gringo (David Addison)
Endless (V2)

Waki Taki (V7)

Joint Effort (V3)

Gardening
(V1)

The General
Rodriquez
Memorial
Traverse (V4)

Right by the
Fence (V2

Left by the
Fence (V2)

Left Arete (V1)
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In front of and to the right of the Warm up Wall is a small boulder, there is as V1 on the
front face and round the back is a sit start V1 problem.
Down the hill about 20 m, is a couple of boulders. Between the boulders is a steep face,
with the following problem,
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Franks route (V4)
Sit down start, climb the steep face, do not bridge out or use back boulder in any way.
Frank
Further down the hill just by the Water tank is a large boulder with a blank slab on the
East side and a huge overhanging roof round the front.

The Rim Boulder
Problems are described from right to left. Starting around the front of the boulder on the
lip of the roof is;

** Rim Job (V4)

New Boots (V3)
Start in the middle of the face, a high step up on to your hand hold, then move up and
escape out right.
Cliff Ellery 2005

** New Old School (V5)
Start. as for “New Boots” but instead of escaping out right stay on the face moving left on
smears then to the top, “great problem”
Cliff Ellery 2005

Dear John (V1)

Traverses the lip of the roof from right to left. Start on the neighboring boulder and heel
hook and slap your way round the rim, crux is reaching the mid point.
Bevan Jenkins 2004

* Roof Shout (V2)
Climb the crack in the middle off the roof. Jump start, then out over the edge. There is a
variation that heads right avoiding the large buckets on the lip (V3 Kerry Crawford).
Cliff Ellery
Photo 3: Rim Job Boulder

Climb the short wall just left of the slab.
John Newby 2005

John Doe (V2)
Around the back. Climb the detached boulder.
John Newby 2004
Further down the Hill from The Rim Boulder and in amongst the trees are;

* Pinking the Green (V4)
The boulder on the edge of the bush, start in the small ravine between the boulders. Sit
start, then a couple of difficult moves.
Kerry Crawford 2004

Naturally (V2)
Right of “Pinking the Green” Climb the arete and face.
Bevan Jenkins. 204

New Boots

The are a couple of problems on the large boulders up the hill and to the right of pinking
the green, including a traverse and a few other problems. These boulders has a number
of climbs on them, see Mangaotaki climbing guide “Bugs Butt “area.

New Old
School

Back up the hill to the “Warm Up” boulder. Continue along the track (west/right) till you
reach a large boulder with a number of sport climbs, This is the Joyride Boulder. Down
from here is another large boulder with more bolted climbs on its low angle fluted face,
this boulder is known as the “Nursery”. Down the back of this boulder is a small wall with
the following boulder problem

Rim Job
Roof Shout

Around on the East face slab is

www.freeclimb.co.nz.
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Red Dwarf (V4)
A sit down start, pull up on sloopers, then a large dyno move for the top.
John Newby
.
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Front line (V1)

Putaruru Old Boys Area
Continue along the main track through the small ravine beneath the Joy ride Boulder.
From here cut down the hill to the Putaruru Old Boys Area.
There are 3 boulders in this area. The largest “Putaruru Old Boys” has a steep fluted face
on the east side. Right of this face is another small boulder with the following two routes
on it.

On the arete to the right of “da Vin” Climb the groove and face.
Kerry Crawford 2004

Various (V0)
Around to the right on the front and west face of the boulder there are a number of VO
problems.
Lisa 2004
Photo 5: Putaruru Old Boys

* Battleface (V3)
Climb the left arete. The sit down start goes at V4.
Kerry Crawford, 2004

Battle Hard (V4)
Climb the right arete and face. The sit down start goes at V5.
Bevan Jekins, 2004

Back over on the “Pataruru Old Boys boulder”, problems described from left to right.

Front line

Da Vin

Nutcracker

Alcove Right

Alcove

Battle Hard

Battleface

Photo 5 – Battleface

Alcove
The alcove to the right of the fluted face. Start from the crack then pull around onto the
face toping out on the tree.

Alcove right
Climb the right side of the alcove

Nutcracker (V1)
Climb the blunt arete on the right hand side of the alcove. The crux move finds you
straddling the arete with the only thing between you and gender reassignment being a
couple of marginal smears.
Cliff Ellery 2004

Da Vin (V1)
Steep start then pinch the fin and pull up and into the groove.
Bevan Jekins 2004
www.freeclimb.co.nz.
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In front and right of the Putaruru boulder in amongst the trees is a small boulder with a
crack and groove on the east face. This is

* Ty’s Problem (V4)
Sit down start, pull up into crack then pinch the fin high up, then move up and right into
the groove. A little easier if you can sink a jam, which of course no “Boulder” can, so V4 is
a fare grade.
Tye 2005
About 20m directly right of here is another large boulder.
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Missing the Point (V1)

Daves Boulder
This boulder has 4 sport climbs, the first of which goes as a V2 boulder problem, (one nil
to the Boulders). The routes are described from left to right and starting on the east
face,

* Petra (V2)
Original a climb complete with 3 bolts. Climb the short steep wall to the large flutes. The
start hold has an 80 kg weight limit, so no fat bastards! Once over the lip move up then
step left into tree, walk off.
Bevan Jerkins
Figure 4: Dave’s Boulder.

Climb the middle of the face on large holds. Move right topping out to the right of the dirty
groove.
Cliff Ellery

Chalky bits (V1)
Climb the face just left of the right arete. The right arete is not in.
Cliff Ellery 11/12/98

Low Level Traverse (V1) 8m
Traverse the boulder low down right to left. The low foot rail is in.
Dave Rogers 2005.
20m to the right of “Dave’s Boulder” is a small wall with the following problem

Buried Mantel (V1)
On the left hand end. Pull up on the face hold and mantel the top.
Cliff Ellery 2005

* Mantel Taki (V1)
Sit start. Pull up on horizontal crack then slap for the top, Mantel finish. The small grassy
pocket on the top is out.
Dave Rogers 2005.

Chalky & Taki (V3)
Climb the face just right of the arete. High reach to sloper then move left onto arete.
Cliff Ellery
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Mantel Taki

Buried Mantel

The Beginning
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Low Level
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Chalky & Taki
(V3)

Petra (V2)

Photo 6: Mantel Taki
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Between Daves boulder and the lean to boulder is a tall steep sided boulder with horrible
landings on the bottom side. On the bottom side are two problems, from the left:

Mr plod and the highball police (V1)
Start left and climb the face.

* Brass Balls (V3)
Start directly above the killer fins and climb on smears, the right arête is out until the top,
don’t fall.
On the front face is another problem on the left:

**Dreaming of the hill (V2)
Sidepull the finny thing, stand on smears, arrange ones feet and go for the jug, Left arete is
out.
20m up the hill and to the right of “Daves Boulder” is a large boulder with the following 2
problems on the left hand face.

10m up the hill and to the right is a small pyramid shaped boulder. The line up the front
of the boulder is.

* Dug Out (V2)
Sit start using holds on right arete. Pull up on face hold and go for the top.
Cliff Ellery 2003

Rainy Day Dyno (V2)
Bridge the groove and dyno for top.
Cliff Ellery.

New Traverse. (V1)
The Boulders just left of Dug Out. Low level traverse on large but well spaced holds
John Newby 2005
Photo 8: Dug Out

The Lean To (V3)
Sit start. Pull up then move left and climb groove.
Bevan Jekins 2005

Lean To Arete (V1)

Photo 7: Lean To Boulder

The Lean To

Lean to Arete

Rainy Day
Dyno

New Traverse

Dug Out

Sit start and climb the left hand arete.
Kerry Crawford 2005.

Behind the rainy day boulder there is a small hill, the boulder on the top of this has one
problem, (it had two then the flake fell off)

* K-Time (V3)
Sit start on jug, then throw to crimp and up to the top, left arête is out
Tom 2006
Middle Turf

www.freeclimb.co.nz.
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From the dug out boulder head towards the main cliff to the main track, about half way
along the main track, is a set of 3 boulders off to the right. The 2 nearest the main cliff
have the following problems, from left to right

Figure 5 Middle Turf

The End (V1)
Start off the boulder, at the let hand end, pull up on sharp hold, move onto arete and top
out.
David Hood 1998

* The Beginning (V2)
The first Boulder problem done at Mangaotaki.. Climb the left-hand face. Start by laying
away off the crack/groove with your right hand then pinch the rib high with your left, pull
onto face and top out.
Cliff Ellery 1998

As Bad as it Looks (V1)
Thruch you way up the offwidth groove in the middle of the boulder.
Cliff Ellery 1998

Risk Management (V2)
You may need to hunt round for this one. It hasn’t seen a lot of action. Steep start and a
high ball finish. V5 variation start by JP.
Cliff Ellery 1998

www.freeclimb.co.nz.
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Pop The Bonnet (V5

Down the Hill

Just Face (V4)

At the right hand end is a second boulder, Climb the overhanging face. Start by underclinging the centre break. Smear the wall below and pop up to a solid under cling stance,
now dyno for the top ledge. Right arete is out.
Regan McCaffery 2000.

As Bad as it Looks
(V1)

** Pop The Bonnet (V5)

The End (V1)

Climb the face to the right of the centre offwidth groove. The groove and right arete are
out, face only.
David Hood 1998

The Beginning (V2)

Just Face (V4)
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The Aerial Boulders

DIC Boulder
Over the back of the Middle Turf boulder , toward the main cliff and on the other side of
the main track is the DIC Boulder.

Further along the main track, is a set of 3 boulders with a TV aerial attached to the side.
Along side of this is a spectacular wave like boulder, which is unfortunately void of any
features except for one jug at about 2/3rds height.

From the Joy Ride Boulder continue down the track up across a small rise. On the left of
the track down the hill towards the main cliff is a boulder right on the bush line, the steep
face nearest the track has the following problem, from left to right.

Wave wall

Beer (V1)

Rotorua boulder problem (V5)

From a standing start pull up on the face holds and dyno for the top. Top out using the
large holds and flutes on the lip.
Cliff Ellery 2002

Start at the scope and arete at the right-hand end of the boulder , lay off the right arete
traverse left to the large jug in the middle of the face then pop for the top.
Martyn Owen.

The Scoop (V1)

* Vodka (V4)
The chaser for the route above. Sit down start to the right of Beer. Pull up on horizontal
break then move up onto the start holds of Beer. Finish as for Beer.
Victor 2004

Shaken Not Stirred (V1)

As for the above problem start at the scope and arete at the right-hand end of the boulder.
Lay away on the arete and pull into the scoop at the top.
Cliff Ellery 1998.

Climb through over hanging right arete.
Kerry Crawford 2004

Aerial Boulder

Photo 9: DIC Boulder

Three or four V0 on the down hill faces of the boulder. The route on the arete is my pick
with a V2 sit down start.
Cliff Ellery 1999

Three V0’s (V0)

Track side Boulder
On the other side of the track from the Aerial Boulder is a small boulder, on the small
overhanging face round the back are a couple of problems

The Arete (V2)
Shaken
Not
Stirred
Beer
Vodka
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The left arete, sit down start
Cliff Ellery 1999

The Face (V1)
Climb the overhanging face on big holds , sit down start
Cliff Ellery
From the Arial Boulder follow the track to the edge of the bush then head up the hill
towards the main cliff. With any luck you will stumble across a boulder with a triangular
east face. This is the Sunset Stone.
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Photo 10: The Scoop

Sunset Stone
From Left to right

Edge Wear (V3)
At the far left hand end, climb the face on small crimps, the arete is out as are the large
holds on “Top out Treat”
Cliff Ellery 2000

* Top out Treat (V1)
Climb the face and scope at the left hand end to the high point of the boulder.
Cliff Ellery 1998

Rotorua
boulder
problem

* Middle Age (V5)
Start in the middle of the face, a couple of difficult moves gets you to the sloopper 300mm
below the top. Sort your feet and body position then go for the top
Cliff Ellery 2004

Little End (V1)
The Scoop

A steep up move, a one move wonder at the right hand end
Cliff Ellery
Figure 6 Sunset Stone
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Little End
(V1)

Middle Age
(V5)

Top out
Treat (V1)

Edge Wear
(V3)

Photo 11. The Arial Boulder
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West End
Up the hill from the “Sunset Stone” on the edge of the bush and at the base of the main
cliff is a series of boulder with various V1 to V2. The first boulder, the larger of the 2 has
the following routes on the West Face.

Left Slant ( V1)
Climb the groove and crack, then traverse across the face to the right arete.
Cliff Ellery 1998

High Face (V2)
Climb the face to the horizontal groove and either escape out right (V1) or hang on in there
for the “High ball” finish.
David Hood 1998.

Short Right (V2)
Climb the face just left of the right arete to the horizontal break.
Cliff Ellery 1998

Quick Step (V0)

Further down the hill from the 2 main boulders tucked away in at the edge of the bush is
a very low overhanging rock.

Precipitation (V3)
Sit (lie down) start, then climb roof to lip.
“I bring along a couple of NZ’s premium boulders to my new completely under -developed
bouldering venue. They tell me the place has heaps of potential then proceed to spend the
entire morning under some non descript dirty boulder cranking on numerous variations to
a 3 move problem. I walk off filled with self doubt, “shit I’m not sure I have what it takes to
be a boulder.” -Cliff Ellery.
John Palmer 1998
From here continue right (west) along the base of the cliff for another 400m then follow a
track up a wide bushed filled valley to the top of the cliff. Just short of the top you come
across a slab with a fence at the base. Stay on this side of the fence and scramble
along the edge for 10m to the base of a pillar shaped boulder. 2 lines, on the left is

Dusk (V2)

Climb the right arete.
Cliff Ellery 1998

Climb the face and move onto the arete near the top.
Kerry Crawford 2005

The adjacent boulder (closer to the main cliff) has one route up the face.

** Twilight (V3)
Climb the face to the horizontal break a high ball move to next break then go or the top.
Kerry Crawford 2005

Front & Centre (V0)
Climb the face.
Cliff Ellery 1998.

Photo 12: Twilight Boulder

Photo 11: The West End

Wimp
Out

High
Face

Dusk
Left Slant
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Twilight
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Top Boulder Field
Photo 13: The Upper Boulder Field

On top of the Main cliff down the right hand end is the “Top boulder field. From the
previous problems climb the fence by the slab then continue 20m to the top of the hill. As
you round the top, the boulder field stretches out in front of you looking like a playground
designed with bouldering in mind. The rock quality here is good and is more weathered
and featured than the boulders at the base of the cliff, as a result all the lines to date are
easier. That’s not to say there is isn’t a few hard problem waiting to be developed. As
you approach the boulders the first rock outcrop on the right has a boulder shaped like a
large tooth (molar lying on it side) this boulder sports,

Molar Mantle (V3)
Start from inside the large rock scope. Pull out onto the edge and mantle the lip. If you use
the left edge/arete the line is V1.
Kerry Crawford 2004

* Stolen Crack (V0)
Up behind the large tooth shape boulder is a lovely little crack. The joy to be had jamming
this lovely little crack will be lost on most “boulders”.
Cliff Ellery 2004

Two Tier Triumph (V0)
Climb the arete then move on to the next tier and climb the face.
Cliff Ellery 2004

Tomo Terror (V1)
Climb the face to the left of the arete.
Cliff Ellery 2006

Final Onslaught (V0)
Climb the arete
Kerry Crawford 2004

Left Pillar (V1)
Climb the pillar.
Kerry Crawford 2004

Centre Scoop (V1)
Climb the scoop and face.
Cliff Ellery 2004

Right Pillar (V1)
Climb the pillar
Bevan Jekins 2004

* Top Tier (V1)
A nice little face climb on the upper tier of the boulder field
Bevan Jekins 2004

www.freeclimb.co.nz.
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Figure 7 Top Boulder Field

Top Tier
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Mangaotaki Boulder Problems Index of Climbs
by Grade
Star

Pg

Name

*

VM
Alcove
Alcove right
Step into the Groove

8
8
5

V0

*

Groove 1
Groove 3
Various
Three V0’s
Quick Step
Front & Centre
Stolen Crack
Two Tier Triumph
Final Onslaught

5
5
8
12
14
14
15
15
15

*

www.freeclimb.co.nz.

6
6
7
8
8
8
9
9
9
9
10
10
11
11
12
12
12

12
13
13
14
15
15
15
15
15
9

V2
**

*

V1
Left Arete
High Ball Gardening
Dear John
Nutcracker
Da Vin
Front line
Missing the Point
Chalky bits
Buried Mantel
Mantel Taki
Lean To Arete
New Traverse.
The End
As Bad as it Looks
Beer
Shaken Not Stirred
The Scoop

The Face
Top out Treat
Little End
Left Slant
Tomo Terror
Left Pillar
Centre Scoop
Right Pillar
Top Tier
Low Level Traverse

*

Bog Arete
Take it lying down
Left by the Fence
Endless
Roof Shout
John Doe
Naturally
Petra
Dug Out
Rainy Day Dyno
The Beginning
Risk Management
The Arete
High Face
Short Right
Dusk
Right by the Fence

5
6
6
6
7
7
7
9
10
10
11
11
12
14
14
14
6

V3

*
**

*

Bog Crack
Thru the Groove
Alcoholic
Joint Effort
Alcoholic
New Boots
Battleface
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5
5
6
6
6
7
8

**

Chalky & Taki
The Lean To
Edge Wear
Precipitation
Twilight
Molar Mantle

9
10
13
14
14
15

V4
*
*
**
*

*
*

Vodka & Martini
The General Rodriquez Traverse
Franks route
Rim Job
Pinking the Green
Red Dwarf
Battle Hard
Ty’s Problem
Just Face
Vodka

6
6
7
7
7
7
8
8
11
12

V5
**
**
*

New Old School
Pop The Bonnet
Rotorua boulder problem
Middle Age

7
11
12
13

V7
*

Waki Taki

6

